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ABSTRACT
Background: Hong Kong has enforced stringent travel restrictions particularly for inbound
travellers since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2. Understanding the characteristics of
imported COVID-19 cases is important for establishing evidence-based control measures.
Methods: We conducted a retrospective cohort study to summarise the characteristics of
cases classified as imported cases that were detected on or soon after arrival into Hong Kong
from 13 November 2020 through to 31 January 2022, when all arriving persons were required
to quarantine in a hotel or a designated quarantine facility. We analysed individual
demographics, and clinical information including symptoms and disease severity, virus
variants, and Ct values.
Results: There were 2269 imported COVID-19 cases aged 0-85 years identified in Hong
Kong. Almost half (48.6%) of the imported cases were detected on arrival. A shorter median
delay from arrival to isolation was observed in Delta and Omicron cases (3 days) than cases
infected with the ancestral strain and other variants (12 days; p<0.001) while lower Ct values
at isolation were observed in cases infected with Omicron than the ancestral strain or other
variants. No Omicron cases were detected beyond 14 days after arrival, and the cases (n=58,
2.6%) detected after 14 days of quarantine more frequently presented without symptoms at
isolation and had a higher RT-PCR Ct-value during isolation. At least some of these cases
were post-arrival infections.
Conclusions: Testing inbound travellers at arrival and during on-arrival quarantine can detect
imported cases early although it may not be sufficient to prevent all introductions of COVID19 into the community. Public health measures should be adjusted in responses to the
emergence of new variants of SARS-CoV-2 based on the epidemiologic evidence from
continuous surveillance.
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BACKGROUND
The COVID-19 pandemic and its associated control measures have had an enormous impact
on population health and the functioning of societies. Since the emergence SARS-CoV-2
particularly before 2022, many countries have enforced travel restrictions in order to reduce
introduction of the virus through inbound travellers.1 These measures include arrival and
departure restrictions based on residence, vaccination status or other conditions, quarantine
for incoming passengers, and COVID-19 test requirements before departure, on arrival, and
after arrival. Nevertheless, there has been high variability in application of travel-related
measures across jurisdictions.2, 3

Hong Kong reported its first COVID-19 case on 23 January 2020 in a returnee from Wuhan.4
Since then, travel-related measures have been implemented combined with public health and
social measures in the community to control a series of community epidemics.5 Measures
have undergone changes following the evolution of the pandemic worldwide and the
emergence of variants of concerns.6, 7 The travel-related measures have substantially reduced
the number of virus introductions into the community but at the expense of a 98% reduction
in airport passenger traffic and a ban on visitors to the city from most parts of the world
between March 2020 and April 2022.

In Hong Kong, hotel quarantines of up to 21 days with frequent testing have been mandatory
for international arrivals. Delta and Omicron variants have been found to have a shorter latent
period compared to other variants, stimulating discussions about shortening quarantine
periods.8, 9 In addition, within-quarantine transmission is a risk for individual travellers10, 11
that will increase with longer quarantine durations. Understanding the characteristics of
imported cases is important for establishing evidence-based control measures. In this study,
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we characterised imported cases in Hong Kong from the start of mandatory on-arrival hotel
quarantine for all arrivals through to 31 January 2022.

METHODS
Mandatory hotel quarantine was implemented in July 2020 for travellers from high-risk
locations12, 13 and was extended to all persons arriving in Hong Kong from overseas starting
from 13 November 2020. For a short period, arrivals from certain locations were required to
quarantine in purpose-built quarantine facilities rather than hotels. We conducted a
retrospective cohort study based on a detailed line list without personal data provided by the
Hong Kong Department of Health including all confirmed COVID-19 cases and selected for
this study imported cases with an arrival from 13 November 2020 through to 31 January
2022. Imported cases were defined as COVID-19 cases that were presumed to have acquired
their infection overseas but were confirmed in Hong Kong through reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), with an international travel history before the
diagnosis. Our study received ethical approval from the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Hong Kong.

During the study period, people entering Hong Kong from abroad were tested on arrival and
during quarantine by RT-PCR. We divided our study period into five phases based on key
changes in testing and quarantine requirements (Table S1, Table S2). During our study
period, all confirmed cases in Hong Kong were admitted to hospitals or designated facilities
for isolation regardless of symptoms or disease severity, including asymptomatic cases and
re-positive cases. “Re-positive cases” were defined as individuals who had a previous episode
of SARS-CoV-2 infection and tested positive again by RT-PCR, also known as long-term
intermittent shedding.14 We used information from electronic health records provided by the
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Hospital Authority to obtain information after case detection, including RT-PCR tests
performed during isolation, detection of viral mutations compatible with SARS-CoV-2
variants of concerns, and RT-PCR reaction cycle threshold values (Ct values). Because the
date of collection of the first positive RT-PCR before isolation and its Ct-value were not
available in the dataset, we instead used the date of isolation and the first Ct-value during
isolation as proxies. For cases that tested positive via RT-PCR in quarantine but were
negative after transfer to isolation facilities, we imputed a Ct value of 45 at the time of
isolation for the cases.15

Cases were frequently tested during isolation. Initially, cases would be discharged from
isolation if two criteria were met: (i) improvement of clinical conditions and absence of fever
in symptomatic cases and (ii) two consecutive negative RT-PCR tests 24 hours apart or tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2 IgG.16 Discharge criteria were revised in August 2021 requiring
symptomatic cases to be isolated for a minimum of 10 days and modifying laboratory
criteria: SARS-CoV-2 IgG should be positive and three consecutive PCR tests 24 hours apart
with the Ct value of 33 or above.17 In October 2021 the criteria were changed again to require
two consecutive negative RT-PCR without IgG results needed. Additionally, all cases
including asymptomatic and re-positive required a minimum of 10 days of isolation after the
first positive test followed by an additional 14 days of isolation in a separate community
isolation facility after discharge from the isolation ward.18

Imported cases were further characterised into four moments of detection: (i) detected at
arrival, (ii) detected during quarantine up to day 14, (iii) detected after day 14 of quarantine,
and (iv) detected after arrival with special quarantine arrangements (including imported close
contacts of other imported cases that quarantined at designated facilities; aircrew, sea crew
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and other arrivals with different testing and self-isolation arrangements). We conducted
descriptive analyses to summarize case characteristics by moment-of-detection. For
individuals detected after day 14 of quarantine, we hypothesised they might be re-positive
cases or persons infected after arrival, as it is relatively less likely to observe cases with a
very long latent period. Since lower Ct-values during isolation may have increased infectivity
and are more compatible with newly incident cases,19-21 we further examined the subset of
cases detected after day 14 with a minimum Ct-value lower than 30 during isolation. To test
for differences across groups we used Chi-squared or fisher tests, and Kruskal-Wallis and
Mood’s median test for non-parametric continuous variables. We used Kaplan-Meier curves
to compare the time from isolation to a first negative RT-PCR test result based on the
presence of symptoms, moment-of-detection, vaccination status and SARS-CoV-2 variant of
concern. Cases that did not have a negative test during follow-up were censored at the date of
discharge from isolation. We used the log-rank test to test for differences across groups. A pvalue <0.05 was used to indicate statistical significance. Statistical analyses were conducted
using R version 4.0.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS
There were 2269 imported COVID-19 cases reported in Hong Kong during the study period,
most frequently reported from Southeast Asia and other regions of Asia (Table S1) where the
Philippines, Indonesia and India were the countries with the highest number of importations
(Figure 1). The median age was 35 years ranging from 0 to 85. Over the study period, the
highest number of imported cases were observed in the fifth phase of the epidemics (Table
S1, Table S2) and in January 2022 (Figure 1).
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Half of the imported cases were detected at arrival (48.6%, n=1102), 34.5% (n=782) during
quarantine up to day 14 after arrival and 2.6% (n=58) after day 14. For cases not detected on
arrival, there was a median delay of 5 days (interquartile range [IQR]: 3-12) between arrival
and isolation. The median Ct value at isolation was 29.1 (IQR: 21.2-35.6), higher in
asymptomatic cases (30, 22.7-37.9) than in symptomatic cases (23.1, 18.6-29.8, p<0.001).

Among all imported cases, 26.6% were symptomatic at detection, and of these, 19.5%
(n=115) reported symptoms before arrival, 23.9% (n=141) on the day of arrival and 56.6%
(n=334) after arrival. For cases that initiated symptoms after arrival, the median delay from
arrival to onset was 4 days (interquartile range, IQR: 2-6). For cases arriving on or after 12
May 2021 with available information on the vaccination status (n=1122), 650 (57.9%) had
received at least two doses of mRNA vaccine, 256 (22.8%) two doses of inactivated vaccine
and 216 (19.3%) had other vaccination courses.

Data on SARS-CoV-2 genomic mutations were available for 1295 cases (57.1%), of which
38.4% (497/1295) were compatible with Omicron variants, 38.1% (493/1295) with Delta and
13.1% (170/1295) with other variants of concern (Alpha, Beta or Gamma). Among cases
detected after arrival, the median time from arrival to isolation for Omicron and Delta was 3
days (IQR: 3-5) compared to 12 days for other variants (IQR: 5-13; p<0.001) and for the
ancestral strain (IQR: 7-13; p<0.001). Among symptomatic cases, the median time from
arrival to symptoms onset was shorter for Omicron (3 days, IQR: 2-4) and Delta cases (2
days, 1-5) compared to other variants (7 days, 4-10) and the ancestral strain (5 days, 2-6).

The median Ct-value at isolation for cases infected with Omicron (23, IQR: 19-29) was lower
than that for Delta cases (27, 19-34, p<0.001) and cases infected with other variants (29, 22-
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34; p<0.001) or the ancestral strain (29, 23-34; p<0.001) (Figure 2). This value changed with
the delay from arrival to isolation and was consistently lower for Omicron cases (Figure 3).
The median minimum Ct-values during isolation also differed across variants, with Omicron
cases (20, 18-24) lower than Delta (22, 18-30; p<0.001), other variants (27, 20-31; p<0.001)
and the ancestral strain (25, 20-31; p<0.001) (Figure 2).

Fifty-eight (2.6%) cases were detected after day 14. These cases were more frequently
female, mostly detected during the second phase (21-day hotel quarantine for all international
arrivals, Table S2) and the most common region of importation was Southeast Asia (60.3%).
Only 10.3% of them were symptomatic compared to 32.0% detected up to day 14 and 22.8%
detected at arrival (p<0.001). Their median Ct value at isolation (44, IQR: 36-45) was higher
than in the cases detected within 14 days (30, 22-38, p<0.001) and those detected at arrival
(28, 21-34, p<0.001). The median minimum Ct value during isolation was 24 (19-30), 27 (2035) and 36 (31-45) for cases detected at arrival, within and after 14 days of quarantine,
respectively (p<0.001). No Omicron case was detected after day 14 (Table 1).

After excluding cases without available data or under special quarantine arrangements,
among 8 cases detected beyond 14 days of quarantine with at least one Ct-value lower than
30 during isolation, three were probably infected during hotel quarantine,11 three were
suspected cases of within-hotel transmission (epidemiological overlap but genomic sequences
not available or inconclusive),11 one was related to an air travel-related outbreak but withinquarantine transmission cannot be ruled out,22 and another was classified as a re-positive
case23 (Table S3).
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Among the 5 symptomatic cases with data available detected after day 14, three had a Ctvalue lower than 30 during isolation (Table S3). The other two correspond to a young child
who had symptom onset on day 9 after arrival but was only isolated on day 22, and to a case
arriving from the Philippines who had symptom onset 21 days after arrival, with a low viral
load when first detected and then an indeterminate PCR result at the isolation facility,
consistent with detection of a re-positive case and co-incidental symptoms from a separate
infection.

Patients were isolated for a median of 12 days (IQR: 8-17). On 23 March 2022, 40 cases
(1.8%) were still in isolation, and two died. Among currently isolated or already discharged
cases, only 6 had severe or serious disease. The median time from isolation to the first PCR
negative result was 10 days (95% confidence interval, CI: 10, 11) compared to 5 days (95%
CI: 4,5) from isolation to the first Ct value at 33 or above. The time from isolation to the first
PCR negative result was shorter for asymptomatic patients (median: 9 days, 95% CI: 9, 10)
compared to symptomatic ones (median: 12 days, 95% CI: 12, 13) and for individuals
detected after 14 days of quarantine (median: 0.5 days, 95% CI: 0, 2), compared to cases
detected at arrival (median: 12 days, 95% CI: 11-13), and up to day 14 of quarantine
(median: 9 days, 95% CI: 8, 9). The time from isolation to the first PCR result with Ct value
at 33 or above was similar among cases with SARS-CoV-2 variants and the ancestral strain
(Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
Our analysis on 2269 imported cases in Hong Kong over 18 months indicated strict on-arrival
measures could reduce community introductions of the virus. The imported cases were
largely asymptomatic at confirmation and presented mild symptoms during hospital isolation.
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The majority of imported infections could be detected at arrival or within a few days after
arrival, with some cases detected beyond 14-day quarantine likely due to re-positivity or
transmission during quarantine. Differences in time from arrival to onset and detection across
SARS-CoV-2 variants were apparent.

The relatively shorter median delay from arrival to symptom onset in imported Omicron and
Delta cases than cases of the ancestral strains and other variants is consistent with the
findings from a systematic review showing a mean incubation period of 6.3 days for
infections of the ancestral strain compared to 4.8 and 3.6 days for Delta and Omicron,
respectively.24 Studies from China estimated a mean latent period of 5.5 days for SARSCoV-2 in local outbreaks before April 202125 and a shorter latent period for Delta (mean: 3.9
days).26 Our estimates of the median time from arrival to isolation in imported cases also
suggested a difference between cases infected with Delta and Omicron (median: 3, third
quartile: 5 days) and with other variants and ancestral strains (median: 12 days, third quartile:
13 days). Given the circulation of SARS-CoV-2 in origin countries,1, 27 the duration of
quarantine for inbound travellers should be adjusted in response to the changes in
epidemiological characteristics of the virus.

In our study, some cases mostly asymptomatic were detected after 14 days of quarantine,
though they often had higher Ct values (median Ct-value at isolation: 44.0, minimum Ct
value during isolation: 36.1) compared to those detected earlier, indicating a lower viral
burden and perhaps less transmissibility21. It has been widely documented that positive RTPCR tests might occur weeks after recovery for SARS-CoV-2 sometimes following previous
negative results.19, 28-30 This is compatible with the hypothesis that re-positive cases who
recovered from previous infections before departure would be very unlikely to be
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contagious.31 Conversely, some cases with a negative RT-PCR result at arrival were detected
during or after quarantine with lower Ct values were more likely due to infections acquired
during quarantine (e.g. among families traveling together, or through transmission between
rooms in a quarantine hotel) rather than long incubation periods.11

Transmission events occurring between rooms in quarantine hotels have been reported in
Hong Kong, Australia, and New Zealand, among others, and have resulted in COVID-19
reintroductions in jurisdictions that pursued an elimination strategy.10, 11, 32-34 Hotel rooms are
not designed for quarantine purposes and may have limitations in the ventilation systems or
floor plan design.33, 35 Hong Kong experienced a large epidemic of Omicron BA.2 in early
2022 which had originated in a quarantine hotel transmission between arriving persons
staying in different hotel rooms.36-38

This study has several limitations. First, we did not have the date of sample collection of the
diagnostic RT-PCR to determine the moment of detection, instead, we used the date of
isolation in designated facilities. It is possible that for some cases the moment of detection
occurred a few days before isolation, but we believe these were a minority and would
therefore have limited impact on estimates. Second, different RT-PCR testing, quarantine,
and discharge criteria across periods together with changes in arrival characteristics may
confound the relationship between key parameters and SARS-CoV-2 variants. Although in
our study, clear differences across variants that align with scientific literature were described,
caution is still needed in their interpretation.

In conclusion, testing inbound travellers at arrival and during on-arrival quarantine could
detect imported cases early although it might not be sufficient to prevent all introductions of
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SARS-CoV-2 into the community. Travel-related public health measures should be
implemented with a holistic consideration of the potential individual and societal costs as
well as the potential public health benefits through reducing the rate of community
importations of infections. Travel-related measures may need to be adjusted in response to
the epidemiologic parameters of new variants of SARS-CoV-2.
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Table 1. Characteristics of imported cases in Hong Kong by moment of detection (excluding cases
with special quarantine arrangements)
At arrival
(N=1102)

Up to day 14 of
quarantine
(N=782)

After day 14 of
quarantine
(N=58)

P-value

0.470

Age group
<20 years

103 (9.35%)

84 (10.7%)

7 (12.1%)

20-39 years

577 (52.4%)

421 (53.8%)

31 (53.4%)

40-59 years

350 (31.8%)

221 (28.3%)

14 (24.1%)

>59 years

72 (6.53%)

56 (7.16%)

6 (10.3%)

Female

574 (52.1%)

460 (58.8%)

44 (75.9%)

Male

528 (47.9%)

322 (41.2%)

14 (24.1%)

Asia (not including Southeast Asia)

330 (30.3%)

282 (36.4%)

15 (25.9%)

Southeast Asia

280 (25.7%)

280 (36.2%)

35 (60.3%)

Europe

255 (23.4%)

117 (15.1%)

4 (6.90%)

Others

223 (20.5%)

95 (12.3%)

4 (6.90%)

Sex
<0.001

Region of importation
<0.001

Period of arrival (% by row)
First phase (N=258)

187 (72.5%)

68 (26.4%)

3 (1.2%)

Second phase (N=561)

282 (50.3%)

239 (42.6%)

40 (7.1%)

Third phase (N=185)

100 (54.1%)

83 (44.9%)

2 (1.1%)

Fourth phase (N=324)

158 (48.8%)

154 (47.5%)

12 (3.7%)

Fifth phase (N=614)

375 (61.1%)

238 (38.8%)

1 (0.2%)

2 doses mRNA

342 (54.0%)

202 (42.5%)

2 (13.3%)

2 doses inactivated

93 (14.7%)

124 (26.1%)

6 (40.0%)

Other vaccination courses

115 (18.2%)

72 (15.2%)

4 (26.7%)

Not vaccinated/Not reported

83 (13.1%)

77 (16.2%)

3 (20.0%)

Asymptomatic

851 (77.2%)

532 (68.0%)

52 (89.7%)

Symptomatic

251 (22.8%)

250 (32.0%)

6 (10.3%)

Omicron

273 (24.8%)

117 (15.0%)

0 (0%)

Delta

245 (22.2%)

164 (21.0%)

9 (15.5%)

Other variants (Alpha/Beta/Gamma)

85 (7.71%)

59 (7.54%)

7 (12.1%)

Ancestral strain

65 (5.90%)

55 (7.03%)

4 (6.90%)

Not tested/Indeterminate

434 (39.4%)

387 (49.5%)

38 (65.5%)

<0.001

Vaccination status (from 12 May 2021)
<0.001

Presence of symptoms
<0.001

Variants of concern
<0.001

RT-PCR Ct-value at isolation
Mean (SD)

28.2 (8.73)

30.2 (9.79)

39.8 (6.98)

Median [Q1, Q3]

27.7 [21.1,
33.8]

30.0 [21.5, 38.5]

44.0 [36.1, 45.0]

Mean (SD)

25.4 (8.22)

27.9 (9.04)

36.3 (7.43)

Median [Q1, Q3]

23.6 [18.7,
30.5]

27.3 [19.9, 34.8]

36.1 [31.3, 44.6]

No

334 (30.4%)

336 (43.2%)

49 (84.5%)

Yes

766 (69.6%)

441 (56.8%)

9 (15.5%)

<0.001

Minimum RT-PCR Ct-value during
isolation
<0.001

RT-PCR Ct-value ever lower than 30
during isolation
<0.001
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Number of imported COVID-19 cases identified in Hong Kong from 13 November
2020 through 31 January 2022 by week of isolation (A), weekly imported cases per 1000
arrivals to Hong Kong International Airport and weekly cases worldwide (B) and number of
imported cases by week of isolation for the most common countries of origin (C).
Figure 2. Differences across SARS-CoV-2 variants among imported COVID-19 cases
identified in Hong Kong in days from arrival to admission for isolation (A), RT-PCR Ctvalue at admission for isolation (B), days from isolation to negative RT-PCR (C) and
minimum RT-PCR Ct-value during isolation (D).
Figure 3. Number of imported cases with Omicron and other SARS-CoV-2 variants
identified in Hong Kong by day from arrival to isolation and day from arrival to symptom
onset, and RT-PCR Ct-value at isolation of the imported cases by day from arrival to
admission for isolation. Horizontal lines indicate RT-PCR Ct-value at 33 (samples with very
low viral load, the criterion used for release of isolation during specific time periods) and 30
(samples with low viral load, indicating a possible re-positive result i.e. long-term
intermittent shedding).
Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier curves for the time from isolation to first RT-PCR result with Ct
value at 33 or above among imported COVID-19 cases identified in Hong Kong by: (A)
presence of symptoms; (B) moment of detection; (C) type of SARS-CoV-2; (D) vaccination
status including receipt of mRNA vaccination (BNT162b2), inactivated vaccine
(CoronaVac), or other vaccine types.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Table S1. Characteristics of imported cases that arrived in Hong Kong from 13 November
2020 to 31 January 2022.
Overall
(N=2269)
Age group
<20 years

251 (11.1%)

20-39 years

1182 (52.1%)

40-59 years

678 (29.9%)

>59 years

157 (6.92%)

Sex
Female

1218 (53.7%)

Male

1051 (46.3%)

Region of importation
Asia (not including Southeast Asia)

781 (34.9%)

Southeast Asia

652 (29.1%)

Europe

426 (19.0%)

North America

207 (9.24%)

Africa

59 (2.63%)

South America

13 (0.580%)

Multiple regions

103 (4.60%)

Period of arrival

*

First phasea

277 (12.2%)

Second phase
Third phase

c

Fourth phase
Fifth phase

b

608 (26.8%)
221 (9.74%)

d

e

385 (17.0%)
778 (34.3%)

Presence of symptoms
Asymptomatic

1664 (73.4%)

Symptomatic

603 (26.6%)

Moment of symptom onset
Before arrival

115 (19.5%)

Day of arrival

141 (23.9%)

After arrival

334 (56.6%)

Vaccination status (from 12 May 2021)
2 doses mRNA

650 (47.0%)

2 doses inactivated

256 (18.5%)

Other vaccination courses

216 (15.6%)

Not vaccinated/Not reported

262 (18.9%)

Moment of detection
At arrival

1102 (48.6%)
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Overall
(N=2269)
Up to day 14 of quarantine

782 (34.5%)

After day 14 of quarantine

58 (2.56%)

After arrival, special quarantine arrangements
a

326 (14.4%)
b

14-day hotel quarantine (13 November-24 December 2020), 21-day hotel quarantine (25 December 2021-11
May 2021), c7,14 or 21-day hotel quarantine based on vaccination status and country of arrival (12 May-19
August 2021), d14 or 21-day hotel quarantine based on vaccination status and country of arrival (20 August27 November 2021), e14 or 21-day hotel quarantine based on vaccination status and country of arrival,
enhanced surveillance of arrivals from high risk countries (28 November 2021-31 January 2022)
*
Details in Table S1
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Period of arrival
1st phase:
13 Nov 2020 –
24 Dec 2020

Quarantine requirements
14-day compulsory hotel
quarantine

PCR testing
•
Test 72h before boarding*
•
Test at arrival
•
Test on day 12
•
Test on day 19 (from 18 Dec
2020)

Others
Quarantine only allowed in designated hotels
complying with specific infection control
requirements (from 22 Dec)
Flight-specific suspension mechanism
Place-specific ban on arrivals (resumed in 22
Dec 2020)

2nd phase:
25 Dec 2020 –
11 May 2021

21-day compulsory hotel
quarantine.14-day for arrivals
from low-risk places§ (from 9
April 2021)

3rd phase:
12 May 2021 –
19 Aug 2021

7,14 or 21-day compulsory
hotel quarantine based on
vaccination status and country
of arrival (“Vaccination
bubble”)

4th phase:
20 Aug 2021–
27 Nov 2021

5th phase:
28 Nov 2021 –
31 Jan 2022

14 or 21-day compulsory hotel
quarantine based on
vaccination status and country
of arrival (7 day-quarantine
only for arrivals from New
Zealand up to 17 Nov 2021)

14 or 21-day compulsory hotel
quarantine based on
vaccination status and country
of arrival.
Arrivals from high-risk places§
with enhanced surveillance first
7 days at quarantine centre
before being transferred to
quarantine hotel (reduced to 4
days on 21 Dec 2021)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Test 72h before boarding*
Test at arrival
Test on day 12
Test on day 19
Test 72h before boarding*
(mandatory for all overseas
arrivals after 9 Aug 2021)
Test at arrival
2 to 4 tests during quarantine*
Test after quarantine on day/s
9/12/16/19/26*
Test 72 h before boarding
Test at arrival
2 to 6 tests during quarantine*
Test after quarantine on day/s
9/12/16/19/26*

Test 72 h before boarding
(changed to 48 h on 24 Dec
2021)
Test at arrival
4 to 6 tests during quarantine*
Arrivals from high-risk
places§ with enhanced
surveillance daily test for the
first 4/7 days*
Test after quarantine on day/s
16/19/26*

Flight-specific suspension mechanism
Place-specific ban on arrivals
Place-specific ban on arrivals and flightspecific suspension mechanism
Reduction of quarantine days for vaccinated
arrivals based on COVID-19 serology results
(from 30 June 2021)

Place-specific ban on arrivals and flightspecific suspension mechanism
Serology results no longer accepted for
quarantine reduction
Designated places for quarantine for foreign
domestic helpers (from 4 Oct 2021)
Place-specific ban on arrivals and tightening
of flight-specific suspensions mechanism (on
20 Dec 2021)
Start of 5th COVID-19 wave of local cases
(Jan 2022)

Links to sources
https://sc.news.gov.hk/TuniS/www.news.gov.hk/chi/2020/11/20201111/20201111_113
510_630.html?type=category&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202010/27/P2020102700505.htm
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2020/12/20201213/20201213_233023_572.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2020/07/20200713/20200713_211216_022.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2020/04/20200407/20200407_230341_587.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202012/18/P2020121800850.htm
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202012/22/P2020122200030.htm?fontSize=1
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2020/12/20201221/20201221_170008_575.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2020/12/20201224/20201224_231616_358.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/chi/2021/03/20210329/20210329_164518_198.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/05/20210507/20210507_162630_307.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://gia.info.gov.hk/general/202105/07/P2021050700821_366766_1_162039510583
2.pdf
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/06/20210621/20210621_165237_355.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/08/20210802/20210802_181121_697.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19

https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/08/20210817/20210817_222359_409.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://gia.info.gov.hk/general/202108/17/P2021081700867_374725_1_162921280374
2.pdf
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/11/20211110/20211110_122241_324.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/09/20210928/20210928_160830_723.html

https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/11/20211127/20211127_202708_109.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/11/20211130/20211130_103032_985.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.news.gov.hk/eng/2021/12/20211220/20211220_192157_083.html?type=ca
tegory&name=covid19&tl=t
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202112/20/P2021122000964.htm
https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202201/26/P2022012600382.htm
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Table S2. Testing and quarantine requirements for international arrivals in Hong Kong, 13 November 2020 to 31 January 2022

Age group,
years

Month of
arrival

Country of
origin

Days from arrival
to isolation

Mandated
quarantine length

Vaccination
status

Days from
arrival to onset

Lowest RT-PCR Ctvalue during
isolation

Case details11, 22, 23

40-59

Dec 2020

Nepal

20 days

21 days

NA

18 days

18.2

Suspected transmission during hotel quarantinea

>59

Feb 2021

Canada

19 days

21 days

NA

18 days

15.8

Probable transmission during hotel quarantineb

30-39

March 2021

Indonesia

20 days

21 days

NA

19 days

29.4

Probable transmission during hotel quarantineb

30-39

April 2021

India

21 days

21 days

NA

Asymptomatic

26.8

Part of an air-travel-related cluster of 59 cases
arriving on a single flight from New Delhi.
Transmission during quarantine cannot be ruled
out

40-49

March 2021

Philippines

33 days

21 days

NA

Asymptomatic

26.9

Suspected transmission during hotel quarantinea.
Detected after hotel quarantine through required
community testing for foreign domestic helpers

Not
vaccinated/not
Asymptomatic
25.8
Probable transmission during hotel quarantineb
reported
Not
<20
October 2021
Italy, Qatar
26 days
21 days
vaccinated/not
Asymptomatic
29.5
Case classified as re-positive
reported
2 doses
>59
October 2021
Thailand
19 days
21 days
inactivated
Asymptomatic
19.6
Suspected transmission during hotel quarantinea.
vaccine
NA: not applicable, aEpidemiological overlap with an imported case staying in a different room of the same quarantine hotel but genome sequences not available or inconclusive bEpidemiological overlap and identic genomic
sequencing or ≤4 genome-wide substitutions, in cases with different countries of departure
40-49

June 2021

Indonesia

19 days

21 days
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Table S3. Description of cases detected after 14 days of quarantine with Ct-values lower than 30 during isolation

A

B

Imported cases per 1000 arrivals

Weekly cases worldwide

200
40

180

20

Imported cases per 1000 arrivals

Weekly imported cases

140
120
100
80
60

30

16

12
20

8

10

40

Weekly cases worldwide (millions)

160

4
20
0

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

2020

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2021

Jan

Dec

2022

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

2020

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

2021

Nov

Dec

Jan
2022

Philippines

350

Indonesia

255

India

205

Nepal

182

Pakistan

171

USA

159

UK

156

Russia

53

Canada

41

UAE

41

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

2020

Jul

Aug

2021

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan
2022

Date of admission
Weekly cases by country

Sep

20

40

60

Total by country

Country of importation

C

A

B

Density by SARS−CoV−2 variants

(1)
(1)

(2)
(2)

(3)

(3)
(4)

(4)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

>21

45

42

39

36

Days from arrival to admission

33

30

27

24

21

18

15

12

18

15

12

RT−PCR Ct value at admission

C

D

Density by SARS−CoV−2 variants

(1)
(1)

(2)
(2)

(3)

(3)
(4)

(4)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

>21

45

42

39

Days from arrival to first negative RT−PCR result

(1): Ancestral strain

36

33

30

27

24

21

Minimum RT−PCR Ct value during isolation

(2): Alpha/Beta/Gamma

(3): Delta

(4): Omicron

9

500

12

450

15

400

18

21

24
300

27
250
30
200
33

150
36

100
39

50

0

42

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

>21

Days from arrival to isolation

Isolation in designated facility

Ct value at isolation for ancestral strain and other variants

Ct value at isolation for Omicron variant

Median Ct value at isolation for ancestral strain and other variants

Median Ct value at isolation for Omicron variant

Onset of symptoms

45

RT−PCR Ct value at isolation

Number of cases

350

A

B
100

100
At arrival

Proportion of cases with Ct−value under 33 (%)

Asymptomatic

Up to day 14 of quarantine

Symptomatic

After day 14 of quarantine

75

75
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50

50

25

25

0

0

7

14

21

0

28

0

7

Days until first Ct−value of 33 or above

14

21

28

Days until first Ct−value of 33 or above

C

D

Proportion of cases with Ct−value under 33 (%)

100

100
Ancestral strain

2 doses mRNA

Alpha/Beta/Gamma

2 doses inactivated

Delta

Other vaccination courses

Omicron

Not vaccinated/Not reported

75

75

50

50

25

25

0

0

7

14

Days until first Ct−value of 33 or above

21

28

0

0

7

14

Days until first Ct−value of 33 or above

21

28

